MVA Driver Skills Test
Vehicle and Instructor Reservation Agreement
1. BLISS Driving Academy LLC does not assume responsibility for failed driver skills test and no
refunds will be provided in such cases.
2. Our fee covers the use of our vehicle and the time of the instructor only.
3. There is a required $25 nonrefundable deposit to reserve a vehicle and instructor for testing. The
balance is required, in cash, before starting the test at MVA.
4. Test takers are responsible for knowing the date, time and location of their driver skills test. BLISS
Driving Academy LLC does not assume responsibility for arriving too early, too late or at the wrong
MVA location for a driver skills test and no refund will be provided.
5. Once the test is complete, the instructor and the vehicle’s services are complete and the instructor
is free to leave.
6. We do not assume the responsibility for providing transportation to and/or from any MVA location
before and/or after testing.
7. Test takers must arrive with their learners permit and signed Rookie Book Certification Page. BLISS
Driving Academy LLC cannot confirm under the penalties of perjury that a rookie driver has
complete the required driving hours therefore, we will NOT sign the certification page of the
Rookie Book. No refund will be provided in such case and the balance is still due.
8. If any damage is caused to our vehicle during a driver skills test, the driver ( or parent if the driver is under
18) is responsible for the damage up to $500.
9. If a camera or police issued citation is received by a driver during a driver skills test, the driver ( or
parent if the driver is under 18) is responsible for the cost of citation.
10. If a driver is suspected of being under the influence of drugs/alcohol at any time, the vehicle and
instructor reservation will be void and no refund will be provided.
By signing at the bottom, you acknowledge that you have read and are in agreement with the
aforementioned policies as outline by BLISS Driving Academy LLC.
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